Abstract: Stochastic seismic wavelet-based evolutionary response of multi-span structures 5 including wave-passage and site-response effects is formulated in this paper. A procedure 6 to estimate site-compatible parameters of surface-to-bedrock frequency response function 7 by using finite element analysis of the supporting soil medium is proposed. The earthquake 8 energy content is represented by a composite power spectrum density function contributed 9
Introduction 1
The ground motions at a site are random processes because of the complex 2 characteristics of source and paths of seismic waves. Moreover, they are apparently non-3 stationary in both amplitude and frequency due to frequency-proportional velocities of 4 seismic waves and due to travelling paths consisting of soil layers having different 5
properties. The structural responses under ground motions are consequently random and 6 temporally and spectrally non-stationary and they should therefore be stochastically 7
represented by time-varying statistical quantities such as the evolutionary power spectral 8 density function (PSDF). When statistical quantities representing ground motions (input) 9 are given for evaluating stochastic structural responses (output), the input-output relations 10 are needed. The random vibration theory is applicable only if the input is time-invariant. 11
For time-varying inputs, wavelet techniques are suitable tools as they can provide a joint 12 time-frequency representation simultaneously. Wavelet techniques have been used to 13 formulate the input-output relations of single degree of freedom systems Gupta 14 1998, 2000) and multi degree of freedom systems (Basu and Gupta 1997, Tratskas and 15 Spanos 2003) where the input spatial-variation was excluded and proportional damping 16 was assumed. 17 The ground motions at several sites induced by an earthquake are spatially-varying 18 that consists of four distinct phenomena: incoherence, wave-passage, attenuation, and site-19 response effects (Der Kiureghian 1996). The spatial-variation of ground motions has 20 pronounced effects on structures. Stochastic input-output relations of multi-support 21 structures subjected to spatially-varying ground motions have been formulated by using 22 random vibrations (Hao 1994, Loh and Ku 1995) where incoherence and wave-passage 23 effects are considered and the ground motions are only non-stationary in amplitude. 24 Dumanoglu and Soyluk (2003) and Zhang et al. (2009) considered incoherence, wave-25 passage and site-response effects in their ground motion spatial-variability models and 1 carried out stochastic analyses of long-span bridges whereas the frequency non-stationarity 2 of excitations was neglected. The site-response effect was shown to contribute 3 considerably to the maximum response amplitudes. However, the influence of site-4 response effect on the frequency content of the responses of the bridge was unable to be 5 investigated. 6 A more general and realistic input-output relation has been proposed by Chakraborty 7 and Basu (2008) using wavelet-based framework where the ground motions are non-8 stationary in both amplitude and frequency, the excitation spatial-variation due to wave-9 passage effect is considered and the non-stationarity in both amplitude and frequency of 10 the output are evaluated. That work is extended in this paper to include the site-compatible 11 earthquake energy and site-response effect of supporting soil media beneath the supports. 12
In the literature, by including a term in the coherency phase, the site response effect is 13 considered in formulating complex coherency functions (Der Kiureghian 1996) and in 14 simulating spatially-varying non-stationary ground motion time histories (Zerva 2009, 15 Konakli and Der Kiureghian 2011). While this approach is suitable for ground motion 16 simulation, it faces a difficulty in spectral analysis of evolutionary responses. The direct 17 use of a complex function is not feasible for the second-order moment of the stochastic 18 responses as it is a real quantity. Instead, an alternative approach is formulated in this 19 paper to separately represent the lagged coherency and the phase. The site-response effect 20 is proposed to be characterized by frequency-dependent time-lags. Hence, the ground 21 motion spatial-variation modelled for stochastic response analysis in this paper 22
incorporates parametric lagged coherency, wave-passage and site-response effects. 23
For simulating spatially-varying non-stationary ground motions and analyzing 24 structural responses, the earthquake energy content has been generally characterised by 25 an efficient wavelet basis function to be used in this paper. A flowchart explaining the 1 proposed methodology and the relationship among the equations presented in this paper is 2 provided in Fig. 1 . 3
In the case study presented in Section 6, a three-span two-dimensional hangar frame 4 supported on a horizontally-varying property soil layer and a thick elastic bedrock layer is 5 analyzed using the proposed formulations. The parameters of the C-P and K-T FRFs 6 compatible to the site beneath each individual support are estimated. The stationary PSD at 7 each support is calculated by using the parametric K-T and C-P FRFs. The stochastic 8 processes corresponding to these PSDs are used as orthogonal processes at different 9 supports for wavelet-based modelling of spatially-varying ground motions and for wavelet-10 based evolutionary response analyses of the frame. The time lags computed by using K-T 11 parametric FRF vary by a moderate amount around a higher frequency whereas the time 12 lags computed by using C-P parametric FRF vary dramatically around a lower frequency 13 possibly due to the additional lower frequency filter. Comparing to the results with the case 14 where only wave-passage effect is considered, the site-response effect leads to an increase 15 in wavelet-based root-mean-squares of the frame relative displacements with a slower 16 attenuation in time. The frequency content of such responses is more non-stationary and 17 their instantaneous PSD peaks are higher. 18
Representation of Parametric Coherency Model for Ground Motions 19
The representation of ground motion spatial variation by a proposed introduction of 20 frequency dependent time lags for site response effects and accounting for other effects 21 such as incoherency and wave passage is developed in this section. 22 The spatial variability of ground motions at supports r and l is characterized in the 23 frequency domain by the coherency function  rl () written in a complex form as
where the real term, 
The use of representation in Eq. (1) for spectral analysis of evolutionary excitations 10 and structural responses faces a difficulty that the complex coherency is not feasible to be 11 directly introduced into any real-valued second-order moment quantity. To overcome this 12 difficulty, the coherency phase ) (  rl is transformed into frequency-dependent time lags 13 as 14
Consider a single soil layer under two surface sites r and l as shown in Fig lag due to wave-passage effect in Eqs. (2) and (3) is computed from the separation distance 18  rl and the wave propagation velocities V r and V l beneath supports r and l respectively is given as 20
The site-response effect between sites r and l is attributed to the difference in phases  r and 2  l at the two sites as (Der Kiureghian, 1996)
When the behaviour of the soil column is dominated by its first mode or when the high-4 frequency components of the ground motion do not have significant contribution to the 5 structural responses, the functional form of the frequency response function (FRF) at a site 6 H s (), s = r, l in Eq. (5) can be represented by the Kanai-Tajimi (K-T) filter function in Eq. 7 (6) or the Clough-Penzien (C-P) filter function in Eq. (7) 
In Eqs. (6) and (7),  s and  s are the soil characteristic frequency and damping ratio, 9 respectively. The frequency  f and damping ratio  f used in C-P FRF, Eq. (7), greatly 10 attenuates the very low frequency components. The frequency-dependent time-lag due to 11 site-response effect in Eq. (3) is given as 12
The 
Site-Compatible PSD of Ground Motions in a Soil Medium on Elastic Bedrock 15
In this paper, the geological profile consists a soil layer on a very thick elastic 16 bedrock layer. The PSDF of ground motions at a support r is related to that of bedrock 17 motions by (Der Kiureghian 1996) 18
where H r () is the FRF of the soil layer beneath support r and S bedrock () is the PSD of 1 bedrock. What follows later in the section is a proposed technique based on finite element 2 modelling of the soil medium to estimate the parameters of this FRF represented by a 3 parametric form. The PSD of bedrock is expressed as 4
where T bedrock is the stationary duration of the bedrock excitation stochastic process 5 contributed by the earthquake source and the source-to-bedrock path ( 
where N  and N points are the number of discrete frequency intervals necessary and number This procedure is repeated for each individual support having different local soil 7 conditions. 8
Fourier Amplitude Spectrum of Earthquake Bedrock Motions 9
The Fourier amplitude spectrum of earthquake motions at bedrock is represented 10 by using the stochastic seismic spectrum (Boore 2003 (12) where the scaling factor and the source spectrum are respectively expressed as 12
in which, R e , V e , F s , V s0 and   are respectively the radiation pattern, partition of total shear 13 wave energy into horizontal components, constraint factor, and the shear wave velocity and 14 density of the source rock. The lower corner  a frequency relates to the source duration.
15
The term  b is the higher corner frequency at which the spectrum attains half of the high is an orthogonal increment process associated with the rth support such that 8 
The function   another support l as being carried out by Chakraborty and Basu (2008) and considering the 7 frequency-dependent time lags due to site-response effects, the cross correlation of the 8 wavelet coefficients of seismic ground motions at two support r and l and at a scale a j is 9 
The cross-spectral density function (CSDF) between the ground motions at two 12 supports r and l is modelled as (Der Kiureghian 1996, Zerva and Zervas 2002) 13
In this paper, the earthquake energy transmitted to each support r is completely 14 represented by its stationary PSDF S rr () in Eq. (9) . Thus, the energy of the modulation 15 must be unit-normalised before convoluting with the power spectral densities in Eq. (19) . 16 The energy content, I A , of a frequency-dependent modulation before normalizing A(t,) is 1 given by 2
The energy content is expressed in a band-dependent form as 3
where j N  is the number of discrete frequencies in jth band and N t is number of time 4 intervals. Hence, the unit-energy normalised amplitude modulation at a band j is given by 5
Wavelet-Based Evolutionary Responses of Multi-Span Structures Subjected to 6
Differential Support Motions Including Wave-Passage and Site-Response Effects 7
Formulation for Calculation of Evolutionary Responses 8
A formulation for calculating the evolutionary response including wave passage 9 and site response effects is derived in this section. Consider a structure having N degrees of 10 freedom (DOFs) and N s supports subjected to spatially-varying excitation time histories 11
The structure is modelled in a finite-element (FE) framework leading 12 to a discrete dynamical system model. Using the consistent mass matrix approach and an 13 assumption that the effect of entire velocity-damping coupling is negligible in comparison  14 to that of the inertia, the motion equations of the structure is given by (Clough and Penzien 15
2003) 16
where, u(t) represents the displacement vector relative to the support motions and M, C, 17 and K are the system NN mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively. In Eq. (28), 18 the NN s influence coefficient matrix E, whose kth column represents the displacements at 1 the unconstrained DOF when a support DOF is displaced by a unit amount while all other 2 support DOFs remain fixed, is expressed as
The NN s matrices M g and K g 3 account for the coupling of the inertia and stiffness between structural DOFs and ground 4 motion DOFs. 5
Using modal transformation y = z where (i) y = < u  u> T and  the complex 2N2N 6 eigenvector for non-proportional damping case and (ii) y  u and  the real NN 7 eigenvector for proportional damping case, the uncoupled form of Eqs. (28) 
Transforming Eqs. (29) and (30) by a wavelet basis  a,b (t) and using Eq. (19) and the 
The scaled Fourier transform is 15
The admissibility criterion coefficient,  C , in Eq. (43) becomes 1
It is noted by Basu and Gupta (1998) that 
Numerical Example 7
An application of the proposed theory and derived formulations in this paper realting 8 to evolutionary response of structures with wave passage and site response effects is 9 presented in this section. In order to illustrate the wave-passage and the site-response 10 effects on the stochastic evolutionary responses, multi-span structures that exhibit 11 considerable vertical and horizontal responses should be examined. A three-span two-12 dimensional frame of a hangar shown in Fig. 3 Geological profile beneath the supports is shown in Fig. 3 and is given in Table 1.  19 Using the procedure presented in Section 3, the estimated parameters of Penzien (C-P) and Kanai-Tajimi (K-T) FRFs compatible to the sites beneath the supports 1 are shown in Tables 2 and 3 . In these tables, R-Square stands for coefficient of 2 determination and RMSE for root mean squared error (standard error). The estimation of 3 parameters for Clough-Penzien (C-P) spectrum is better as its RMSE values are smaller 4 and R-Square values are larger and greater than 0.5. 5
The stationary PSDs at the supports calculated by Eq. (9) using parametric K-T FRF 6 and C-P FRF are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) , respectively. The stochastic processes 7 corresponding to these PSDs are used as orthogonal processes at different supports for 8 wavelet-based modelling of spatially-varying ground motions employing Eq. (22) 
